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Forward 

 
Some friends asked me what I thought were the most likely future disclosure scenarios that will 

fly down the pike in the next few years at 150 mph with blue lights flashing in our mirrors. I’ll 

tackle this as per usual with equal parts of fluffy meringue satire and chilling, tongue-extruded 

dead duck opinion. This report is not written for UFO topic novices, but for people who have 

done lots of homework. 

 

Most likely understood by all concerned is that the “Great Awakening,” long since predicted by 

Theosophical, religious, shamanic and mystery school parties, is indeed unfolding rapidly, and 

possible ET disclosure by ETs themselves––a last ditch emergency effort by our country 

cousins––may happen soon publicly out of sheer desperation. It’s said by some ET “contactees” 

that Earth is the “darkest place in the universe,” and we bear 50% of the responsibility for our 

grave situation. If we don’t come together very soon and save ourselves and Earth’s environment 

by exposing the root causes––both regressive ET and regressive human oversight that is 

wholly negative in vibration––the worst will happen: nothing will change. Status quo, baby.  

 

We don’t own this planet, never have, and we are not the apex predators we think we are, but we 

are an important and unique 12-strand DNA experiment. Mother Earth admires us as an integral 

part of her complex multidimensional ecosystem, but she can surely evolve without us if need 

be. Species in the Amazon go extinct with rapidity, but over time the delicate ecosystem adapts 

with new ones. 

 

Some UFO researchers, scientists, enthusiasts, highly accredited academics and even a few Deep 

State (DS) employees have trouble contemplating this bleak revelation and I don’t blame them, 

but I assure you that in my opinion and many others’ this is the only logical and reasonable 

explanation for our Swiss cheese history, whacky mind-control religions and cults, inexplicably 

advanced ancient megalithic cultures, constant wars, and major league societal disfunction and 
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inequality. You can spend lifetimes searching redaction-rich government archives, posing new 

physics equations, combing through rotting religious texts, digging under dusty castle beds, 

taking astronomical observations on top or inside pyramids, temples, stone circle henges, and 

scratching around in tweedy university libraries for logical, reasonable scientific answers, but 

you will only find yourself in an intellectual and spiritual vicious circle typhoon as I did decades 

ago as a rebellious, out-of-the-box college student. None of the mainstream history adds up 

whatsoever if you do the hard work and aggregate tiny details, strange patterns and bizarre dots. 

Pidgeon-holing history in an organized, clean and sanitized Bento Box as if a yummy Japanese 

dinner isn’t going to cut it, our situation is damn near total train wreck anarchy. It’s a VERY big 

universe out there, and everything is possible. Our world is what Theosophist Rudolf Steiner 

called our 8th Sphere of Reality, and our colonizing imperialistic ET overlords Ahriman. 

 

As a nutty, detail-noticing, dot-connecting military historian, ancient history buff, megalith 

maniac and persnickety novelist, I can tell you logically that history NEVER really changes in 

the long run, it swirls in a vicious circle of war, conquest, genocide, royal control, racism and 

inequality of all stripes. Why, I ask? We wayward humans learn from our mistakes by and large, 

make ethical, societal and scientific advances, strive hard to end our differences, and contrary to 

popular opinion we are just NOT that stupid for the most part. In fact we are darn clever and 

super creative. Something big and powerful keeps us all perpetually enslaved and at war, 

something invisible, something sick, twisted, insane. 

 

“Fear is the mind-killer,” said Paul Atreides prophetically in the famous SciFi novel Dune. I 

gently suggest you take it to heart like I have. 

 

Those of us who have chosen to awaken early have a keen responsibility to others by changing 

from within our soul matrix, then getting off our flabby duffs and working hard in positive 

service to others capacity. No dawdling, people! Full throttle burnout and a power-shift. 

 

“Well…hell-o-o-o, fetching Earth cousins!” 

 

 

 

I believe this may be why the world is finally receiving some sort of weak-kneed “official  

disclosure” of UAPs and UFOs from certain governments circa 2017 onwards. Why? Because 
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the powers-that-be have to do something, anything, in order to keep their pitiful, desperate, 

childish lead and control over the ET issue narrative which is now fatally cracking at the 

waterline. Patching a leaky hull with balsa wood can only work for so long. Good luck with that!  

 

And “sightings” of mystery UFOs and spaceship hardware is another major distraction. Sightings 

of wobbly glowing cigar ships and glittery pink saucers aren’t that important anymore, it’s the 

politics, all the potential and theoretical dirty deals done with villainous, piratical ETs in 

exchange for decades of super-advanced ET technology we can barely handle. That and the 

Military Industrial Corporate Intelligence Complex’s possible dirty laundry that might just 

include the unthinkable: addictive drug shipments, illegal weapons sales, illegal genetic  

 

 

 

experiments, MIA troops sent offworld, various solar system colonies, corporate space mining 

with slave labor, big bank fraud and massive human trafficking. Junk conspiracy theory X-Files 

movie trash and TV nonsense or…is it? 

 

 

 

 

“Important” people Involved with the lame-at-best UAP sort-of 

disclosure & major distraction campaign 

 

Below are my picks for well-known Deep State operators, media personalities, and limp-wristed 

paid informants for the CIA/DIA/NSA, etc., which includes my nutty black-hat cousin Chris 

Mellon. You may not agree with my selections, but over the years they have either suddenly 

become suspiciously interested in the once-denounced, third-rail UFO issue, or have subtly 

changed their own narratives to suit the new, and patently obvious UAP initiative deception à la 

mode. I include David Ignatius because the Washington Post was once my hometown go-to news 

outlet for reliable government and military information, but is now as corrupt as a three-dollar 
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bill on fire. Like the overly-lauded and saintly NYT, maybe it has always been since 1952 via 

Project Mockingbird via the CIA. (Aww, hell. Throw President Biden in there for good 

measure). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And so many more… 

If by chance some of these folks were not fully read-in to the 100% complete “Big UFO File” 

only for the really cool kids, well, shame on them for not cracking a book or watching a 

documentary with any semblance of an open mind. Sticking your head in the sand to avoid the 

most important issue in human history is NO excuse. “I was busy that day.” Yeah, right. 

 

 

 

Byzantine government bureaucratic runaround UAP/UFO issue 

acronyms that serve only to confuse an already bewildered public: 
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AOIMSG:     Airborne Object Identification and Management Synchronization Group  

    Specialty: Hot air and Pentagon double-speak runaround that is 

“synchronized.” A group that spins the UFO topic the only way the Pentagon brass wants it: A 

confusing black hole of horseshit. 

UAPTF:     Unidentified Aerial Phenomena Task Force 

 

    Specialty: Same crap, just an older designation. Why so many acronym 

changes? Because it gives the impression that the top brass are really doing something concrete 

in the eyes of a distracted and ignorant public. Shell game tactics. Was it too unsynchronized? 

 

AOIMEXEC:  Airborne Object Identification and Management Executive Council  

    Specialty: Hell’s-bells, even I don’t know or even care. Probably an adjunct to 

MJ-12 or a Pentagon liaison group for Congressional dimwits. None of these acronyms are truly 

transparent or trustworthy. Look below, do you fully understand the following document from 

Kathleen Hicks? Everything is written to be kind of interpretational and vague. 

 

 

  My Dad spent fifty years of his life at the Pentagon and Senate, I cannot imagine how he 

kept any sanity whatsoever reading endless reams of this mountainous bureaucratic claptrap 

that defies meaning using the English language. Maybe he didn’t keep it… 
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           And so many more! Occult symbolism is rife. Thanks, Freemasons. 

 

 

OSD(I&S):       Office of The Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence and Security 

 

    Another Dillweed Undersecretary Deputy Assistant Dipsquat (DUDAD) for 

keeping Pentagon secrets secret even though the internet has them all public in one dark corner 

or another. 

 

SUA:      Special Use Airspace 

 

    UFO traffic only. ET and US Military. One wonders if there are traffic cops 

managing this shady shindig. How many newfangled black triangle TR3Gs and Lockheed-Martin 

Tic-Tacs do they need to test before FAA approval anyway? Hypersonic Aurora Program my fat 

ass! Anything that is not orbital (antigravitic B-2 bomber) or solar-system capable is old hat. 

 

 

 

AATIP:     Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program 
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    A made-up organization for fake DIA/CIA whistleblower Lue Elizondo to head 

up and make noise about in the press as a UFO messiah “man of the people” COINTEL spook. 

 

AAWSAP:     Advanced Aerospace Weapon Systems Applications Program  

 

    Offworld-derived ET technology back-engineered and used for weapons. 

 

USO:     Unidentified Submerged Object 

 

    Oh, we’ll hear more about this stuff––underwater UFOs. Also confused with 

United Service Organization USO (food, entertainment, support), but I’ll bet the USN loves that. 

 

BAASS:     Bigelow Aerospace Advanced Space Studies 

 

    Deep State lackey billionaire Robert Bigelow’s bullshit cover organization for 

his ET tech-derived “inventions” and space-based scalar and DEW weapons platforms. For all 

we know, Bigelow provides hookers, strippers, bratwurst and triple bock beer to the breakaway 

German “Dark Fleet” out there via suspicious Diego Garcia USN base, and on the American 

taxpayer’s dime. 

 

UAP:    An American-built UFO from ET blueprints. No warranty available. 

 

  Grumman, Lockheed-Martin, Boeing, or General Dynamics most likely. 

 

UFO: An ET-built superluminal and trans-dimensional scout spacecraft that may 

or may not be unidentified.  

 

                        Most likely hails from a giant mothership that has a biosphere inside for deep 

space galactic-wide penetration and wormhole travel. The most advanced craft are said to be 

ones created from an ET’s own DNA. It’s like traveling inside your loyal pet dog or horse. 

Some ET races can build an exoskeleton around a small star and use it for a power source. Now 

that’s what I call a hot rod! 

 

 

CAFUAPBOC: Combined Armed Forces UAP Balloon Observation Corps 

    

  A Civil War-type old school 19th century stealth observation platform. 

Okay, so I made this one up, but you get the weird picture. 
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Here we go with my predictions… 

 

The frenetic, disjointed and backbiting Disclosure Movement (DM), a dismal battlefield unto 

itself by design, has to fight a desperate war on three fronts like the Allies did in WW2: the MIC, 

IC, USGOV and corporate Deep State itself (a more than worthy adversary), an ignorant and 

suspicious-of-anything-outside-the-mainstream-box general public (hearts and minds), and a 

worldwide corrupt news and entertainment media that favors lies and half-truths above all 

(powerful yet spineless corrupt morons).  

 

The Deep State-sponsored UAP initiative, the distracting and unethical one being fomented now 

in December 2021 by Lue Elizondo, Chris Mellon, Senators Rubio and Gillibrand, Congressman 

Gallego, Deputy SECDEF Kathleen Hicks, the DIA, the CIA, the NSA, the new “UAP Office,” 

the new Pentagon AOIMSG office, and sundry other agencies and personnel will most likely to 

me be thus in my eyes: 

 

 

A remote possibility that is far, far out of the box because everything 

is possible in our whacky old universe… 

 

It’s possible…that this broad-front, inept, dumbass UAP initiative may be ongoing and 

increasing for the purpose of stimulating the fractured and bitterly infighting Disclosure 

Movement to disclose a lot of the genuine truth by dint of poking it with sharpened sticks. All 

the goofy, weird, untruthful, skullduggerous and flatly stupid statements by USGOV, IC, and 

military officials may be––take a deep breath here––a desperate bell rung by a desperate faction 

of the DS that cannot disclose much at all if they want to avoid a casualty-laden hot war with 

other more Fascist and ruthless DS factions that would rather split the Earth in two with mega-

weapons rather than capitulate to the white hats. 
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If…by some bloody cosmic miracle the Mellon-Elizondo-Rubio (“MER” is my own dumb 

acronym) faction is aligned with a small group of benevolent ETs––ETs that are beholden to 

Hermetic Universal Law (specifically The Law of Non-Intervention)––then it’s possible that 

they want the public-oriented, more positive spiritual DM to provide the heavy lifting for 

genuine disclosure, since the only way for a species to break their chains of bondage (regressive 

overlord ETs and trustee slave human cabal!) is to do it themselves because we only learn things 

in life the very hard way. This would be the philosophical mystery school of hard knocks 

approach that is related by numerous ET “contactees.” We must free ourselves by grass-roots 

bootstrapping it combined with nonviolent public protests en masse, or we learn no valuable 

lessons and wither slowly in eternal bondage. Apparently, the ET word is…a race that does not 

overcome their own challenges by themselves will never evolve properly in the cosmos; i.e.: 

teach a person to fish and they will never go hungry. I believe philosophers George Gurdjieff and 

Rudolph Steiner would heartily agree. 

 

 

 

 

The, uhh, more likely and deadly sober prediction 

 

Sadly, the more likely scenario would be that the Mellon-Elizondo-Rubio UAP initiative is just 

what it appears to be: an unconstitutional, unethical, untruthful National Security-governed 

distraction COINTELPRO operation intended to create a “new & improved old Project 

Bluebook-style narrative” for a short term-memory addled public that either doesn’t care or is so 

bored to death, fearful and ignorant they will accept anything from the news media, USGOV, 

and the Pentagon so as to forestall their equilibrious fear and boredom. (Indigenous peoples and 

spiritually adept shamans excepted, for they already know the truth in their hearts.) The general 

public is mostly hard-wired to accept any official narrative versus anything demonized by the 

labels “conspiracy theory,” “fringe,” or “anti-religion.” Therefore, this UAP initiative is probably 

98.5% rock-solid and legit in the jaundiced eyes of that weary, scared, angry, debt slave, overly-

religious and understandably ill-educated public. This horrid worldwide situation is of course by 

intelligent design. 

 

UAP Task Force AOIMSG / AOIMEXEC Non-ET UFO Office “officials” will probably say 

at a press conference via handsome, charismatic mouthpiece Senator Marco Rubio:  
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“Now listen up, folks. ETs are all our friends, super nice, but want 

to remain private and in the shadows. No show and tell. No yoga 

sessions. No press conferences. No Youtube stuff. We official 

officials will be the only go-betweens. They send love & kisses. 

All is well. Be calm. Contact me and Senator Gillibrand at 

the Congressional UAP Office for further details on swamp gas 

non-sequiturs, cloned Bigfoot supersoldiers, and glowing orb 

weather balloons. Yes, of course we can clone all kinds of shit, that’s not news.” 

 

“The nice ETs warn us of very, very bad guys out there who only want to enslave 

us, do genetic experiments, and have us for "dinner"––cough, cough––so we need a HUGE overt 

black military budget that's really...uhhmm, covert.” 

  

“Plus China & Iran & Russia skullduggery is as popular as always! We now have 

supra…souped-up…uh, superluminal USAF Tic-Tacs to thwart those devilish evil-doers and 

their mislaid conquest plans. Support our aerospace, military and IT corporations, for they rule 

sovereign. More mining jobs will be available in Florida too. That’s New Florida, a city inside 

the moon Ceres by the way.” 

 

“Yeah, sure, whatever. We found tons of ancient An…Anuk…Anunnaki technology in Iraq and 

elsewhere during the patriotic desert wars ’n whatnot just like the Germans did in WW2. Didn’t 

you all watch Indiana Jones for chrissakes? Afghanistan trade is for agricultural (heroin) and rare 

earth materials (UFO spare parts). Deal with it. What? No, we decidedly do NOT have HALO 

troops dropping in there at night in secret to secure underground facilities because I would be the 

first to know about it! Please don’t saddle us here with junk conspiracy…” 

 

“What freedom? What does that moldy old Latin word really mean anyway? America has been a 

(corrupt) Constitutional Republic ruled by earnest conservative patriots (Fascists) since the FED 

was created by "illuminati" big (robber) barons and their even bigger banks. This is now 

accepted and official American history. Grow up already! No, I do not have a secret election 

slush fund at BNY Mellon Bank. And I’m not a ‘bankster.’” 

 

“Friends, our new digital currencies run by A.I. will give new meaning to the immortal words 

‘Central Banking.’ No more cash ever, you don’t want that stuff, it’s dirty and germy. Don't 

bother hiding those worthless gold coins in your basement floorboards either!” 

 

“Yes, yes, yes...zero-point plasma accelerator free energy generators and dish washers, 

antigravity propulsion, LED lights, optical invisibility, Scalar LRAD weapons, satnav, super-

duper-soldier armor and HUD helmets, Teflon pans, mylar, graphene, cling wrap, night vision, 
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nanites, all things A.I., newfangled sound frequency MedBeds for black ops only, and 

holographic interface quantum everything is back-engineered ET tech from that one lone 

Roswell crash. So what? Big deal. Full disclosure here. America needs only the best for defense 

against bumptious Darth Vader and his odious gang of favorites!” 

 

“Tesla/Musk v3.0 brain chips will help you be smarter, more attractive for selfies, and will force 

you to lose weight. I need to lose weight and I love the chip. It’s hip to chip. And it’s 50% off 

when you sign up for the USN's AUTEC Underwater UAP Fan Club.” (AUUFC). 

 

“Antarctica? Again? Where’s the beef? Nothing that interesting to see down there folks, just pink 

penguins and hybrid green polar bears...plus uhh, a few toothless flying walruses and DUMBS 

bases and badass Project ICE CUBE. It's all for uhmm...science. Yeah, sure, maybe an Atlanta 

Braves dugout….I mean an Atlantis colony under the ice, but that's just ancient history well past 

and kinda-sorta unproven and fairy tale-grade. Forget about that. Lemuria? What’s a Lemuria? 

No, I haven’t personally been to Easter Island. Those 25,000-year-old giant 30 ft. statues were 

just for advertising I was told.” 

 

“Great, now you know 100% of everything that was formerly above top secret. It was necessary 

for super-dooper National Security shit 'n whatnot. Going forward, extreme NATSEC secrecy 

will keep the American people super safe.”  

 

(End CNN transmission) 
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So… 

 
Constant war and conflict on Earth and in space will be the MER battle cry, and life will carry on 

brutally and relentlessly with gradual depopulation, disease, inequality, hyper-control systems, 

transhumanism, “supersoldier” genetic programs, and galactic-grade high-tech only for the 

Earth’s elite, select government officials, military high command, and their immediate gutless 

minions. That is, after their “brilliant” False-Flag Alien Invasion code-named OPERATION 

VON BRAUN or some such has worked its magic…or not. Pretty much the same as it has been 

since Atlantis and Zep Tepi Egypt both collapsed 12,600 years ago…except the new brand of 

totalitarianism will be titanium fist hard, not Netflix featherbed soft. Life will be more and more 

advanced tech-wise with free energy, quantum everything, military and corporate space travel 

and antigravity propulsion, but less and less humane, artistic, free will, creative, spiritual and 

nature-focused. Think Blade Runner 2049. 
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If I had to make a wild, semi-educated, hallucinatory guess––my specialty––the regressive, 

secretive status quo Mellon-Elizondo-Rubio initiative is indeed fighting other nefarious factions 

of the DS, but only in a chummy, old-boy network corporate competitive fashion. But yes, they 

will finally tell us most of the truth about Lemuria and Easter Island. Just not 9/11. 

 

The MER may want to be able to demonize and debunk any genuine ET disclosure by labeling it 

a “3D Special EFX animation and holographic stunt” by another more positive but not too 

positive DS faction that wants to spin disclosure their own way––a more truthful bullshit human 

history narrative, free energy that’s not really free, antigravity tech, MedBed tech, Tesla/Musk 

transhumanism, disclosure of Moon, asteroid, and Mars bases, U.S. Army supersoldier 

initiatives, corporate asteroid mining, Space Force recruitment and war prep, shocking bloodline 

and genetic information, and a no-money, no-banks, points-style barter monetary system geared 

towards a seemingly “better” future, but one where we are all still free-range slaves of a sort.  

 

The world and solar-system-wide corporate and royal elite will remain giddy trustee slaves in my 

opinion, slaves to more advanced regressive ETs who will finally reveal themselves to solidify 

the fact of who is really in control and always has been for millennia. In other words, a more 

truthful and transparent initiative designed to educate but still keep people in their now expanded 

caste system places because, well, what is anyone going to really do about it? This, I believe, 

is the whole point of the Star Wars/SciFi/Star Trek franchises as long-term disclosure vehicles: 

“Here’s the skinny, you can hack it. Now back to work, back to space, back to school, and...” 
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